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Abstract
Multilingual Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) have been successfully used to leverage out-of-language data to boost the performance
of a low resource ASR. However, the mismatch between auxiliary source languages and the target language can leave a negative
eﬀect on acoustic modeling for the target language. Thus, a key challenge in multilingual DNNs is to exploit acoustic data
from multiple donor languages to improve on ASR performance while mitigating the problem of language mismatch. In this
paper, we propose to employ weighted model averaging in the framework of distributed multilingual DNN which allows the target
language or similar languages to take higher weights during the multilingual DNN training, and consequently shift the parameters
towards the acoustic space of target data. Furthermore, we utilize the same strategy in the adaptation phase where a conventional
multilingual DNN is the starting point and retraining is applied using all languages with diﬀerent weights. The experiments with
four languages from the GlobalPhone dataset show that the recognition performances in both scenarios are improved. The latter,
moreover, provides a low-cost and eﬃcient methodology for multilingual DNNs.
c© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V.
Peer-review under responsibility of the Organizing Committee of SLTU 2016.
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1. Introduction
In the ﬁeld of low resource speech recognition, the prevailing paradigm is to take advantage of external source lan-
guages mostly in the framework of multilingual deep neural networks1,2,3. Multilingual DNNs are used either based
on the hybrid3 or tandem systems4, and they have provided signiﬁcant improvements in various speech recognition
tasks5,6. In multilingual DNNs, transferring knowledge across languages is accomplished by sharing the parameters
of the hidden layers. In other words, the hidden layers are considered as universal feature extractors while the softmax
layers are language dependent. Additional improvement can be obtained by further adjusting the whole DNN which
is often termed as DNN adaptation7,8.
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(a) Using weighted model averaging in training.
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(b) Utlizing weighted model averaging as a pre-adaptation phase.
Fig. 1: Two types of multilingual DNN training in which weighted model averaging can be employed in the training
(a) or pre-adaptation (b).
The performance of multilingual DNNs, however, can be aﬀected by two opposing factors. From one point of view,
using larger amount of training data and various source languages increases the chance of having more generalized
multilingual DNN with better context coverage. On the other hand, the diﬀerence between the target language and
the source language(s) may obtrude with impuriﬁcation of training data and hurt target language’s acoustic model9,10.
Especially, when reasonable amount of training data for target language is available, the negative eﬀect of language
mismatch may even make multilingual DNN performs worse than the monolingual system. To mitigate this problem, it
is proposed to use a language identiﬁcation approach to pick the language(s) most similar to the target language from a
given set of source languages11; it is shown that the multilingual DNN trained on the similar language(s) outperforms
the one trained on all available source languages. Furthermore, a set of experiments are provided to investigate
whether it is better to utilize data from similar languages or more data from diverse languages in the multilingual DNN
training12. It is shown that when multilingual DNN training employs “best ﬁtting” languages, signiﬁcant improvement
is obtained; moreover, even adding mismatched languages gives gains over the monolingual baseline if the set of
source languages is big enough. Such techniques suggest to utilize diﬀerent multilingual training data for a new target
language which is not of interest because of the following reasons: ﬁrst, since the DNN conﬁguration depends on
the amount of training data, we need to tune the number of hidden layers and neurons again which is not practically
eﬃcient. Moreover, multilingual DNN can still beneﬁt from not closely related languages12 and thus removing them
from the training set is the naive approach. This motivates us to investigate a method in which all languages are
incorporated in the multilingual DNN while the more important languages play dominant roles.
In this work, we employ a weighted average modeling approach in the framework of distributed multilingual DNN
training. Parallelized training of DNN acoustic models has been a popular topic in recent years in both monolin-
gual13,14,15 and multilingual16,17 scenarios to accelerate large networks training. In our study, however, we utilize
the parallel training and model combination by proposing a weighted model averaging to improve the performance
of a multilingual DNN. In this framework, diﬀerent languages can take diﬀerent weights and thus leave diﬀerent ef-
fects on the multilingual DNN. First, we investigate the proposed method during multilingual DNN training and we
demonstrate its usefulness. Furthermore, we employ our method as a pre-adaptation technique in which a conven-
tional multilingual DNN is retrained using the weighted model averaging approach and then the resultant model will
be adapted using only target language data. Finally, we properly integrate our recently proposed rank-constrained
multilingual DNN approach18 with the proposed pre-adaptation technique to obtain further improvements.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In section 2, we describe the distributed multilingual DNN
training method and weighted model averaging. The experimental setup and results are presented in sections 3 and 4.
Finally, we have concluding remarks.
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2. Multilingual DNN
A conventional multilingual DNN with shared hidden layers has been formulated in the multi-task learning frame-
work. The hidden layers as feature extractors and the classiﬁers are jointly optimized on the shared data for diﬀerent
languages. In other words, data from all training languages are fed through the common hidden layers but each
language has its own output layer3. The output layers are usually context-dependent states determined by standard
clustering algorithms from previously trained HMMs. The most commonly used optimization procedure for DNN
training is stochastic gradient descent (SGD)19 which is a sequential training method and makes scaling neural net-
works diﬃcult. Therefore, diﬀerent model and data parallelization training schemes have been investigated in the
literature to speed up DNN training.
In this study, we use the methodology based on distributed model averaging15. This method uses a version of data
parallelism which allows multiple SGD being processed on diﬀerent machines and the model parameters are averaged
across all machines after a ﬁxed number of samples has been processed. In this work, we set this number of samples to
40000015. The averaged parameters are then redistributed for the next iteration and it will be repeated until all the data
are processed for a speciﬁc number of epochs. Moreover, DNNs are trained based on greedy layerwise supervised
training20.
The same framework can be utilized for multilingual DNN training. To this end, we use the language-based
distributed learning algorithm in which each GPU uses the full data from one language and trains the normal DNN
model. For the sake of eﬃciency, we consider the same number of samples, which is 400000, to be processed for each
language before averaging the parameters. This reduces the waiting time before averaging, but we need to consider
diﬀerent epochs for languages depending on the amount of available training data for each language. Moreover,
we only average the parameters of input and hidden layers across languages and keep the output layers language
dependent. Although the initialization of the multilingual DNN can be done in the greedy layerwise manner, in this
work, we simply borrow the hidden layers from an already trained DNN and only randomly initialize the softmax
layer.
2.1. Weighted model averaging
Instead of simple averaging, we propose to calculate the weighted average of the models. This allows us to
control the eﬀect of diﬀerent languages on the multilingual DNN. Let’s assume there are L languages being used for
multilingual DNN training; then, we have L models being learned in parallel: {Γ1, ...,ΓL}. The parameters for model l
can be represented by Λl ≡ {Λlshared ∪ Λloutput}. Λloutput refers to the language speciﬁc parameters in the softmax layer
for language l and Λlshared consists of model parameters that are supposed to be shared across all languages; thus,
weighted averaging is applied on these parameters:
Λshared =
L∑
l=1
λlΛ
l
shared (1)
where λl is the corresponding weight for language l and
∑L
l=1 λl = 1. This occurs periodically after 400000 samples
from each language is processed and the resultant parameters are redistributed as the starting point for further training.
The key to successful application of this approach is to properly choose λs for the training languages. For example, if
data from the target language exists in the training set, it makes sense to give a higher weight to the parameters being
trained over the target language data. This idea can be extended such that similar languages to the target language
also take higher weights. Speciﬁcally in the case that only a small amount of target language data is available, the
higher weights for the parameters being trained over matched languages may improve the acoustic model for the target
language.
The multilingual DNN parameters being trained in the weighted averaging framework (Fig. 1 (a)), however, are
shifted towards the languages with higher weights and thus hidden layers cannot be considered as language indepen-
dent feature extractors. That is, for a new target language, a new multilingual DNN should be trained which is not of
interest due to the slow DNN training procedure. Besides, the commonly used adaptation method through retraining
the network with language speciﬁc data may not succeed specially if the network is too big and/or adaptation data is
small. To alleviate these problems, we also propose to use the weighted averaging in the adaptation phase where an
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intermediate retraining phase is applied after multilingual DNN training and before adaptation with target language
data as shown in Fig. 1 (b). This phase, which we call pre-adaptation phase, consists of retraining the multilingual
DNN, which is already trained in a common way, for a small number of iterations using all languages in the weighted
model averaging framework. It is clear that for a new target language, only the pre-adaptation and adaptation proce-
dure need to be done which are much more faster than training a new multilingual DNN using the weighted model
averaging from scratch.
It is worth noting that in this paper, we provide an illustrative study on the eﬀect of the proposed model combination
rather than a closed form solution to ﬁnd λs.
3. Experimental setup
3.1. ASR systems
Monolingual reference systems were built using target language data only. First, Gaussian mixture model systems
were built using 39-dimensional MFCC feature vectors with 13 cepstral coeﬃcients, and their ﬁrst and second deriva-
tives. Speaker based cepstral mean and variance normalization (CMVN) was applied and features were spliced in
time taking a context size of 7 frames (i.e.,±3), followed by decorrelation and dimensionality reduction to 40 using
LDA and further decorrelation using MLLT21. The number of gaussians and tied states for GMM based modeling
was tuned over the development set. The derived states were used as targets in the DNN systems.
Then, monolingual DNNs were trained on mean and variance normalized 23-dimensional FBANK features being
concatenated with 7 left and 7 right neighbor frames to yield an input feature vector size of 345; we observed that
FBANK features outperform MFCCs as input features for DNN. The input features and the learning rates for the
multilingual DNNs were the same as those used in the monolingual DNNs except that normalization was not applied.
More details about the implementations are provided in the experiment section.
All the DNNs used in this study were trained using a ReLU nonlinearity based on greedy layerwise supervised
training15. The initial and ﬁnal learning rates were speciﬁed by hand and equal to 0.01 and 0.001 respectively.
The Kaldi ASR toolkit22 is used for both GMM and DNN based acoustic modeling.
3.2. Database: The GlobalPhone
The GlobalPhone corpus is a multilingual text and speech corpus that covers speech data from 20 languages23. In
our experiments, German (GE) was used as the target language, and Arabic (AR), Turkish (TU) and French (FR) as
the auxiliary languages. The detailed statistics for these languages from the Globalphone corpus are presented in [23].
The recognition task is a standard word recognition task using a trigram language model obtained from Karlsruhe
University 1.
The full German database consists of 14.85 hours by 65 speakers. To simulate a very low resource condition, we
also constructed a subset containing 1 hour (8 speakers) of data, using randomly selected 7-8 minutes of speech for
each of the selected speakers. The development and evaluation set include 1.95 and 1.45 hour data and each of them
consists of 6 speakers. For the multilingual experiments, we used respectively following amounts of data of the donor
languages: 22.74hr for FR, 16.54hr for AR and 13.23hr for TU.
4. Experiments
First, continuous speech recognition is performed in a monolingual fashion. In this set of experiments, both
HMM/GMM and HMM/DNN systems were used as explained in section 3.1. The number of context-dependent
triphone states were 700 and 3100 with an average of 4 and 13 Gaussian components per state for 1hr and 14.85hr
German training data respectively. These parameters were tuned on the development set. The development set was
also used to tune the number of hidden layers and neurons per layer in the HMM/DNN system. The optimal number of
1 http://csl.ira.uka.de/GlobalPhone/
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Table 1: WER(%) for German using monolingual and multilingual DNN systems.
Settings Monolingual Multilingual DNNGMM DNN
1hr Dev. 22.84 21.41 18.91Eval. 35.38 34.90 33.77
14.85hr Dev. 13.95 11.56 11.26Eval. 21.36 19.49 18.28
Table 2: Averaged log-likelihood of data from diﬀerent languages given the UBM for the 14.85hr German data
scenario.
UBM Averaged log-likelihoodGE FR TU AR
GE -90.69 -107.08 -108.09 -112.93
hidden layers were 4, 5 and the number of hidden units in each layer were 50 and 300 for 1hr and 14.85hr of training
data respectively. Word error rates (WER) for both development (Dev.) and evaluation (Eval.) sets are summarized in
Table 1 for HMM/GMM systems as well as HMM/DNN ones.
For our ﬁrst multilingual experiments, we used the conventional multilingual DNN with a dedicated softmax layer
for each language while the hidden and input layers were shared. The hidden layers are initialized with FR which as
we will show later is the closest language to German. Following the setup of the authors in [1], the number of target
context-dependent states were set to 3100 for each auxiliary language. We used a DNN with 7 layers for the setting
including 1hr of German data and 8 layers for the other setting; the number of nodes was 1500 per layer in all DNNs.
The performance of the multilingual systems with adaptation is presented in Table 1. From Table 1 we can observe
that multilingual DNN performs the best.
In the next set of our experiments, we investigated if some languages may play more important roles than others
during the multilingual DNN training. Therefore, we ﬁrst set out a simple data driven approach to ﬁnd the closeness
between the auxiliary languages and the target language. To that end, we trained a Universal Background Model
(UBM) with 400 Gaussian components using 39-dimensional MFCC features using German and then given this
UBM, the log-likelihoods of other languages data were calculated. Table 2 shows these values for the setting with
14.85hr of German data; it suggests that FR is the closest language to GE while AR is the furthest. We also observed
the same order of closeness by using a UBM trained with 1hr German.
Then, we assessed the performance of our proposed weighted model averaging approach in the training phase.
Throughout the experiments in this part, we considered the ratios of weights for various languages rather than assign-
ing speciﬁc values to them. For example, the weight ratio set of (1 : 1 : 1 : 1) refers to a scenario that all languages
take the same weight which is 0.25. First, we only adjusted the weight of the target language and assigned the same
weights to the auxiliary languages as shown in the ﬁrst four rows of the Table 3. The results reveal that giving a higher
weight to the target language during the multilingual DNN training may improve the recognition performance. This
is not surprising as the closest language to German is itself! However, we observe that in the case of having only 1hr
of training data from German, the performance is degraded when the weight assigned to German is ﬁve times larger
than other weights. We attribute this behavior to the fact that the DNN trained with such small amount of data is not
reliable enough to take a very large weight. Thus, choosing a proper weight not only depends on the closeness of the
corresponding language but also on the amount of training data available for that language.
Furthermore, we investigated scenarios where source languages also take diﬀerent weights. The last two rows in
Table 3 show the cases where the weight assigned to FR is bigger than AR and TU as FR shows the highest similarity
to German based on Table 2. In the setting with 1hr German training data, no gain is obtained over the baseline
multilingual system performance presented in Table 1. In the other setting with 14.85hr German, improvements are
obtained compared to the baseline multilingual system; however, we can observe that the recognition performance
when FR has the same weight as TU and AR is the best. We also conducted some other experiments with diﬀerent
combination of weight ratios and the same observation was always made. It seems that in our setting giving diﬀerent
weights to the auxiliary languages during the training cannot beneﬁt the target language’s acoustic model.
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Table 3: WER(%) for German using diﬀerent weight ratios in the weighted model averaging approach for multilingual
DNN.
Language weight ratio
(FR:TU:AR:GE)
German data
1hr 14.85hr
Dev Eval Dev Eval
(1:1:1:1) 18.91 33.77 11.26 18.28
(1:1:1:2) 18.62 33.66 11.10 18.04
(1:1:1:3) 18.72 33.53 11.07 17.87
(1:1:1:5) 18.87 33.82 11.00 17.74
(2:1:1:3) 18.91 34.12 11.09 18.07
(2:1:1:5) 18.95 34.23 11.08 18.07
Table 4: WER(%) for German using weighted model averaging in the adaptation phase.
Language weight ratio
(FR:TU:AR:GE)
German data
1hr 14.85hr
Dev Eval Dev Eval
(1:1:1:2) 18.52 33.13 10.96 17.96
(1:1:1:3) 18.38 32.87 11.01 18.18
(1:1:1:5) 18.66 32.64 11.01 17.84
(2:1:1:5) 17.89 33.04 11.04 17.99
Next, we used the weighted model averaging scheme in the adaptation phase. To this end, the conventional multi-
lingual DNN was used as a starting point for further training with the proposed method. Then, the resultant model was
ﬁne tuned via the training German data. Table 4 shows the WERs for some weight ratio combinations. The results
show that the improvements achieved is comparable with those presented in Table 3. Another interesting trend is that
in this set of experiments a small number of epochs, (one or two), was required for the pre-adaptation phase which
makes it much more eﬃcient and faster than using weighted model averaging in the training. The proper number
of epochs for pre-adaptation and adaptation phases were set using the development set. Moreover, unlike what we
observed in Table 3, in the case FR takes a higher weight than AR and TU the performances are improved in both
settings. This conﬁrms our hypothesis that giving a higher weights to the similar languages can be beneﬁcial for target
language acoustic model.
Finally, we also incorporated our recently proposed method by applying singular value decomposition on all weight
layers except the input layer. This led to a sparsiﬁed network with a much smaller number of parameters; for example,
in our experiments, each hidden weight layer consists of 1500 × 1500 parameters which can be factorized into two
smaller matrices such that (1500 × nr + nr × 1500) < 1500 × 1500 where nr is the corresponding rank. This boosts
the performance speciﬁcally in the adaptation phase where the small number of parameters need to be ﬁne tuned with
low resource target language data. We need to ﬁne tune the network after the low rank factorization (LRF); thus, we
can merge this ﬁne tuning with the weighted model averaging scheme. In this study, we examined the use of LRF
where nr = 500 and the weighted model averaging is applied on top of the factorized network and adaptation with
only German data is utilized at the end. We considered the weight ratio of (2 : 1 : 1 : 5) which performs well as shown
in Table 4. The results are shown in Table 5 and signiﬁcant improvements are achieved compared to the conventional
multilingual DNN.
5. Conclusions
We have demonstrated in this work that exploiting out-of-language data in the framework of multilingual DNNs
can be boosted for a speciﬁc low resource target language by weighting the involved languages. We used weighted
averaging of parameters in a distributed learning manner. We investigated this methodology in both training and
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Table 5: Results of applying low rank factorization together with weighted model averaging for ﬁne tuning.
Settings
German data
1hr 14.85hr
Dev Eval Dev Eval
WER (%) 16.95 29.51 10.52 16.59
adaptation. From the combined set of experiments we may draw following conclusions: ﬁrst, we can boost the
ASR performance for the target language by assigning a higher weight to the target language in the training phase;
however, the optimal value for this weight also depends on the amount of available training data. Second, weighted
model averaging can be utilized as a pre-adaptation phase by retraining an already trained multilingual DNN; then, the
achieved model may be further ﬁne tuned via the target data. Not only does it improve the results but also it provides
a low-cost and fast implementation. Finally, we employed the low rank factorization of multilingual DNN together
with the proposed method and showed these two techniques can be used jointly to gain further improvement.
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